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Abstract
In this paper we consider frame-like formulation for mixed symmetry spin-tensors corresponding to
arbitrary Young tableau with two rows. First of all, we extend Skvortsov formulation [E.D. Skvortsov,
Frame-like actions for massless mixed-symmetry fields in Minkowski space, Nucl. Phys. B 808 (2009)
569, arXiv:0807.0903] for massless mixed symmetry bosonic fields in flat Minkowski space to the case of
massless fermionic fields. Then, using such massless fields as building blocks, we construct gauge invariant
formulation for massive spin-tensors with the same symmetry properties. We give general massive theories
in (A)dS spaces with arbitrary cosmological constant and investigate all possible massless and partially
massless limits.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
As is well known, in d = 4 dimensions for the description of arbitrary spin particles it is
enough to consider completely symmetric (spin-)tensor fields only. At the same time, in dimen-
sions greater than four in many cases, like supergravity theories, superstrings and higher spin
theories, one has to deal with mixed symmetry (spin-)tensor fields [1–4]. There are different
approaches to investigation of such fields both light-cone [5,6], as well as explicitly Lorentz
covariant ones (e.g. [7–13]). For the investigation of possible interacting theories for higher
spin particles as well as of gauge symmetry algebras behind them it is very convenient to use
so-called frame-like formulation [14–16] (see also [17–19]) which is a natural generalization
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tion ωμab .
There are two different frame-like formulations for massless mixed symmetry bosonic fields.
For simplicity, let us restrict ourselves with mixed symmetry tensors corresponding to Young
tableau with two rows. Let us denote Y(k, l) a tensor Φa1...ak,b1...bl which is symmetric both
on first k as well as last l indices, completely traceless on all indices and satisfies a constraint
Φ(a1...ak,b1)b2...bl = 0, where round brackets mean symmetrization. In a metric-like formulation
such field has two gauge transformations with gauge parameters corresponding to Y(k, l − 1)
and Y(k − 1, l) (the only exception being the case k = l with one gauge symmetry with param-
eter Y(k, k − 1) only) [1–4]. In the first approach [20–23] for the description of Y(k, l) tensor
(k = l) one use a one-form eμY(k−1,l) as a main physical field. In this, only one of two gauge
symmetries is realized explicitly and such approach is very well adapted for the AdS spaces. An-
other formulation [24] uses two-form eμνY (k−1,l−1) as a main physical field in this, both gauge
symmetries are realized explicitly. Such formalism works in flat Minkowski space while defor-
mation into AdS space requires introduction of additional fields [25]. Technical reason is that it is
impossible to deform into (A)dS space keeping both gauge symmetries, while physical reason is
that massless fields in (A)dS space in general have more physical degrees of freedom than in flat
Minkowski space. As a byproduct of our investigation in Section 2 we obtain appropriate sets of
such additional physical fields both for AdS and dS spaces.
In Section 1 of our paper we extend the formulation of [24] to the case of mixed-symmetry
spin-tensors Y(k + 12 , l + 12 ) corresponding to arbitrary Young tableau with two rows. Similarly
to the bosonic case both gauge transformations will be realized explicitly and formulation will
work in flat Minkowski space only while deformation into AdS space turns out to be impossible
(the only exception is a spin-tensor Y(k+ 12 , k+ 12 ) corresponding to rectangular Young tableau).
Then in Section 2 we construct gauge invariant frame-like formulation for massive mixed
symmetry spin-tensors corresponding to arbitrary Young tableau with two rows (examples for
bosonic fields were considered in [26]). There are two general approaches to gauge invariant
description of massive fields. One of them uses powerful BRST approach [11,12,27–32]. An-
other one, which we will follow in this work, [19,26,33–37] is a generalization to higher spin
fields of well-known mechanism of spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking. In this, one starts
with appropriate set of massless fields with all their gauge symmetries and obtain gauge invari-
ant description for massive field as a smooth deformation. One of the nice features of gauge
invariant formulation for massive fields is that it allows us effectively use all known properties
of massless fields serving as building blocks. As we have already seen in all cases considered
previously and we will see again in this paper, gauge invariant description of massive fields al-
ways admits smooth deformation into (A)dS space without introduction of any additional fields
besides those that are necessary in flat Minkowski space so that restriction mentioned above will
not be essential for us.
As we will see in all models constructed in Section 2, gauge invariance completely fixes
all parameters in the Lagrangian and gauge transformations leaving us with one free parameter
having dimension of mass only. It is hardly possible to give meaningful definition of what is
mass for mixed symmetry (spin)-tensor fields in (A)dS spaces (see e.g. [38]) and we will not
insist on any such definition. Instead, we will simply use this parameter to analyze all possible
special limits that exist in (A)dS spaces. In this, only fields having the same number of degrees
of freedom as massless one in flat Minkowski space we will call massless ones, while all other
special limits that appear in (A)dS spaces will be called partially massless [17,34,39–41].
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In this section we consider frame-like formulation for massless mixed symmetry fermionic
fields in flat Minkowski space. We begin with some simple concrete examples and then consider
their generalization up to spin-tensors corresponding to arbitrary Young tableau with two rows.
In all cases we also consider a possibility to deform such theories into AdS space. As is well
known, most of mixed symmetry (spin)-tensors do not admit such deformation without introduc-
tion of some additional fields [25], but the structure of possible mass terms and corresponding
corrections to gauge transformations will be heavily used in the next section where we consider
massive theories.
1.1. Y(k + 32 , 12 )
In what follows we will need frame-like formulation for completely symmetric spin-tensors
[15,16,26]. For completeness we reproduce here all necessary formulas. Main object — one-
form Φμa1...ak = Φμ(ak) completely symmetric on local indices and satisfying a constraint
γ a1Φμ
a1(ak−1) = (γΦ)μ(ak−1) = 0. To describe correct number of physical degrees of freedom
the free massless theory have to be invariant under the following gauge transformations:
(1)δ0Φμ(ak) = ∂μζ (ak) + ημ(ak),
where parameters ζ and η have to satisfy:
(γ ζ )(ak−1) = 0, η(a,ak) = 0, γ aηa,(ak) = (γ η)a,(ak−1) = 0.
Here and in what follows round brackets denote symmetrization. The free Lagrangian describing
massless particle in flat Minkowski space can be written as follows:
(2)L0 = −i(−1)k
{μνα
abc
}[
Φ¯μ
(ak)Γ abc∂νΦα
(ak) − 6kΦ¯μa(ak−1)γ b∂νΦαc(ak−1)
]
,
where relative coefficients are fixed by the invariance under η shifts. Here and further:
{μνα
abc
}= e[μaeνbeα]c, Γ abc = 16γ [aγ bγ c]
and so on. It is not hard to construct a deformation into AdS space. If we replace ordinary
partial derivatives in the Lagrangian and gauge transformations by the AdS covariant ones, the
Lagrangian cease to be gauge invariant:
δ0L0 = i(−1)k+1 (d + 2k − 1)(d + 2k − 2)2 κ.
Note that the Lagrangian is completely antisymmetric on world indices, so covariant derivatives
effectively act on local indices (including implicit spinor one) only, e.g.:
[Dμ,Dν]ζ (ak) = −κ
[
e[μ(a1ζν]ak−1) + 12Γμνζ
(ak)
]
, κ = 2Λ
(d − 1)(d − 2) .
But gauge invariance could be restored by adding appropriate mass-like terms to the Lagrangian
as well as corresponding corrections to gauge transformations:
(3)L1 = (−1)kbk
{μν
ab
}[
Φ¯μ
(ak)Γ abΦν
(ak) + 2kΦ¯μa(ak−1)Φνb(ak−1)
]
,
(4)δ1Φμ(ak) = iβk
[
γμζ
(ak) − 2 γ (a1ζμak−1)
](d + 2k − 2)
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βk = − bk3(d − 2) , bk
2 = −9
4
(d + 2k − 2)2κ.
Note that relative coefficients in the mass-like terms are again fixed by the invariance under η
shifts, while the structure of variations are chosen so that they are γ -transverse.
1.2. Y( 52 ,
3
2 )
Let us begin with the simplest example of mixed symmetry fermionic field. Frame-like de-
scription requires two-form Ψμνa which is γ -transverse γ aΨμνa = 0. Free massless theory in
flat Minkowski space has to be invariant under the following gauge transformations:
(5)δ0Ψμνa = ∂[μξν]a + ημνa,
where parameter ξμa is γ -transverse γ aξμa = 0, while parameter ηabc is completely antisym-
metric and γ -transverse γ aηabc = 0. Note that the parameter ξμa nicely combines two gauge
transformations of metric-like formulation into one convenient object. The Lagrangian can be
written in the following form:
(6)L0 = i
{μναβγ
abcde
}[
Ψ¯μν
f Γ abcde∂αΨβγ
f − 10Ψ¯μνaΓ bcd∂αΨβγ e
]
.
Being completely antisymmetric on world indices, both terms are separately invariant under the
ξ transformations, while the relative coefficients are fixed by the invariance under the η shifts.
As is well known it is impossible to deform such massless theory into AdS space without
introduction of additional fields (see Section 2.1). Indeed, after replacement of ordinary partial
derivatives by the (A)dS covariant ones, we could try to restore broken gauge invariance by
adding mass-like terms to the Lagrangian and corresponding corrections to gauge transforma-
tions:
(7)L1 = a1
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
eΓ abcdΨαβ
e + 6Ψ¯μνaΓ bcΨαβd
]
,
(8)δΨμνa = iα1
[
γ[μξν]a + 2
d
γ aξ[μ,ν]
]
.
In this, variations with one derivative cancel provided:
α1 = − a15(d − 4)
but it is impossible to cancel variations without derivatives by adjusting the only free parame-
ter a1.
1.3. Y(k + 32 , 32 )
It is pretty straightforward to generalize the example of previous subsection to the case cor-
responding to Young tableau with k + 1 boxes in the first row and only one box in the second
row. Frame-like formulation requires two-form Ψμν(ak) completely symmetric on its k local in-
dices and γ -transverse γ a1Ψμνa1(ak−1) = 0. Free massless theory has to be invariant under the
following gauge transformations:
(9)δ0Ψμν(ak) = ∂[μξν](ak) + ημν(a1,ak−1),
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first three indices, completely symmetric on the last k − 1 ones and satisfies:
η[abc,a1](ak−2) = 0, γ aηabc,(ak−1) = (γ η)abc,(ak−2) = 0.
Corresponding massless Lagrangian has the form:
L0 = i(−1)k+1
{μναβγ
abcde
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak)Γ abcde∂αΨβγ
(ak)
(10)− 10kΨ¯μνa(ak−1)Γ bcd∂αΨβγ e(ak−1)
]
.
Exactly as in the previous case an attempt to deform such theory into AdS space without
introduction of additional fields fails. Again, after replacement of ordinary derivatives by the
covariant ones, we could try to restore broken gauge invariance by adding mass-like terms to the
Lagrangian as well as corresponding corrections to gauge transformations:
(11)L1 = (−1)kak
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak)Γ abcdΨαβ
(ak) + 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1)Γ bcΨαβd(ak−1)
]
,
(12)δ1Ψμν(ak) = iαk
[
γ[μξν](ak) + 2
(d + 2k − 2)γ
(a1ξ[μ,ν]ak−1)
]
.
In this, variations with one derivative cancel provided:
αk = ak5(d − 4)
but it is impossible to achieve a cancellation of variations without derivatives. In Section 2.2
we obtain deformations into both AdS as well as dS spaces as special limits of general massive
theory.
1.4. Y( 52 ,
5
2 )
Among all mixed symmetry (spin)-tensors corresponding to Young tableau with two rows
whose with equal number of boxes in both rows turn out to be special and require separate con-
sideration. Let us begin with the simplest example — Y( 52 ,
5
2 ). Frame-like formulation requires
two-form Rμνab which is antisymmetric on ab and γ -transverse γ aRμνab = 0. Free massless
theory has to be invariant under the following gauge transformations:
(13)δ0Rμνab = ∂[μξν]ab + η[μ,ν]ab,
where parameters ξμab and ημabc are antisymmetric on their local indices and γ -transverse. It is
not hard to construct gauge invariant Lagrangian:
L0 = −i
{μναβγ
abcde
}[
R¯μν
fgΓ abcde∂αRβγ
fg − 20R¯μνaf Γ bcd∂αRβγ ef
(14)− 60R¯μνabγ c∂αRβγ de
]
,
where again each term is separately invariant under the ξ transformations, while relative coeffi-
cients are fixed by the invariance under the η shifts.
One of the main special features of such (spin)-tensors is the fact that they admit deformation
into AdS space without introduction of any additional fields. Indeed, let us replace all derivatives
in the Lagrangian and gauge transformations by the AdS covariant ones. As usual, the initial
Lagrangian cease to be invariant:
δ0L0 = −10i(d − 1)(d − 2)κ
{μνα}[
R¯μν
deΓ abcξα
de − 6R¯μνadγ bξαcd
]
.abc
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corresponding corrections to gauge transformations:
(15)L1 = a1,1
{μναβ
abcd
}[
R¯μν
ef Γ abcdRαβ
ef + 12R¯μνaeΓ bcRαβde − 12R¯μνabRαβcd
]
,
(16)δ1Rμνab = iα1,1
[
γ[μξν]ab + 2
(d − 2)γ
[aξ[μ,ν]b]
]
provided:
α1,1 = a1,15(d − 4) , a1,1
2 = −25(d − 2)
2
4
κ.
1.5. Y(k + 32 , k + 32 )
It is straightforward to construct a generalization of previous example for arbitrary k > 1. For
this we need a two-form Rμν(ak),(bk) which is symmetric and γ -transverse on both groups of local
indices and satisfies Rμν(ak,b1)(bk−1) = 0. Moreover, Rμν(ak),(bk) = Rμν(bk),(ak). Free massless
theory has to be invariant under the following gauge transformations:
(17)δ0Rμν(ak),(bk) = D[μξν](ak),(bk) + η[μ(ak),(bk)ν],
where parameter ξμ(ak),(bk) has the same properties on local indices as Rμν(ak),(bk), while param-
eter η(ak),(bk),a satisfies:
ημ
(ak),(bk,a) = 0, (γ η)μ(ak−1),(bk),a = (γ η)μ(ak),(bk−1),a = γ aημ(ak),(bk),a = 0.
Massless Lagrangian can be constructed out of three terms separately invariant under ξμ trans-
formations:
L0 = −i
{μναβγ
abcde
}[
R¯μν
(ak),(bk)Γ abcde∂αRβγ
(ak),(bk)
− 20kR¯μν(ak),a(bk−1)Γ bcd∂αRβγ (ak),e(bk−1)
(18)− 60k2R¯μνa(ak−1),b(bk−1)γ c∂αRβγ d(ak−1),e(bk−1)
]
,
where relative coefficients are fixed by the invariance under η transformations.
As in the previous case, such massless theory could be deformed into AdS space without
introduction of any additional fields. Gauge invariance broken by the replacement of ordinary
derivatives by the AdS covariant ones can be restored if we add to the Lagrangian mass-like
terms of the form:
L1 = ak,k
{μναβ
abcd
}[
R¯μν
(ak),(bk)Γ abcdRαβ
(ak),(bk) + 12kR¯μν(ak),a(bk−1)Γ bcRαβ(ak),d(bk−1)
(19)− 12k2R¯μνa(ak−1),b(bk−1)Rαβc(ak−1),d(bk−1)
]
as well as corresponding corrections to gauge transformations:
δ1Rμν
(k),(k)
(20)= iαk,k
[
γ[μξν](ak),(bk) + 2
(d + 2k − 4)
(
γ (a1ξ[μ,ν]ak−1),(bk) + γ (b1ξ[μ(ak),bk−1)ν]
)]
provided:
αk,k = ak,k5(d − 4) , ak,k
2 = −25
4
(d + 2k − 4)2κ.
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Now we are ready to consider general case of Y(k + 32 , l + 32 ) with k > l  1. This time we
need a two-form Ψμν(ak),(bl ) which is symmetric and γ -transverse on both groups of local indices
and satisfies Ψμν(ak,b1)(bl−1) = 0. Gauge transformations for free massless theory have the form:
(21)δΨμν(ak),(bl ) = D[μξν](ak),(bl ) + η[μ(ak),(bl )ν],
where parameter ξμ(ak),(bl ) has the same properties on local indices as Ψμν(ak),(bl ), while param-
eter η(ak),(bl ),c satisfies:
η(ak,b1)(bl−1),c = ημ(ak),(bl ,c) = 0,
(γ η)μ
(ak−1),(bl ),c = (γ η)μ(ak),(bl−1),c = γ cημ(ak),(bl ),c = 0.
This time we have four terms separately invariant under ξμ transformations to construct massless
Lagrangian:
i(−1)k+lL0 =
{μναβγ
abcde
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak),(bl )Γ abcde∂αΨβγ
(ak),(bl )
− 10kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),(bl )Γ bcd∂αΨβγ e(ak−1),(bl )
− 10lΨ¯μν(ak),a(bl−1)Γ bcd∂αΨβγ (ak),e(bl−1)
(22)− 60klΨ¯μνa(ak−1),b(bl−1)γ c∂αΨβγ d(ak−1),e(bl−1)
]
,
where as usual relative coefficients are fixed by the invariance under η transformations.
It is not possible to deform this massless theory into AdS space without introduction of addi-
tional fields. Indeed, possible mass-like terms look as follows:
(−1)k+lL1 = ak,l
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak),(bl )Γ abcdΨαβ
(ak),(bl )
+ 6lΨ¯μν(ak),a(bl−1)Γ bcΨαβ(ak),d(bl−1)
+ 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),(bl )Γ bcΨαβd(ak−1),(bl )
(23)− 12klΨ¯μνa(ak−1),b(bl−1)Ψαβc(ak−1),d(bl−1)
]
.
In this, their non-invariance under the initial gauge transformations can be compensated by cor-
responding corrections to gauge transformations:
δ1Ψμν
(ak),(bl ) = iαk,l
[
γ[μξν](ak),(bl ) + 2
(d + 2k − 2)γ
(a1ξ[μ,ν]ak−1),(bl )
+ 2
(d + 2l − 4)γ
(b1ξ[μ(ak),bl−1)ν]
(24)− 4
(d + 2k − 2)(d + 2l − 4)γ
(a1ξ[μak1 )(b1,bl−1)ν]
]
provided:
αk,l = ak,l5(d − 4)
but it is not possible to cancel variations without derivatives by adjusting the value of ak,l . Once
again deformations into (A)dS spaces together with appropriate sets of additional fields will be
obtained in Section 2.5.
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In this section we construct gauge invariant frame-like formulation for massive mixed symme-
try fermionic fields. Once again we begin with some simple concrete examples and then construct
their generalizations. In all cases our general strategy will be the same. First of all, we determine
a set of massless fields which are necessary for gauge invariant description of massive field. Then
we construct the Lagrangian as a sum of kinetic and mass terms for all fields involved as well
as all possible cross terms without derivatives and look for the necessary corrections to gauge
transformations. As we have already mentioned in the Introduction, such gauge invariant formal-
ism works equally well both in flat Minkowski space as well as in (A)dS space with arbitrary
value of cosmological constant. This, in turn, allows us to investigate all possible massless and
partially massless limits that exist in (A)dS spaces.
2.1. Y( 52 ,
3
2 )
Let us begin with the simplest case — Y( 52 ,
3
2 ). To construct gauge invariant description of
massive particle we, first of all, have to determine a set of massless fields which are necessary
for such description. In general, for each gauge invariance of main gauge field we have to in-
troduce corresponding primary Goldstone field. Usually, these fields turn out to be gauge fields
themselves with their own gauge invariances, so we have to introduce secondary Goldstone fields
and so on. But in the mixed symmetry (spin)-tensor case we have to take into account reducibil-
ity of their gauge transformations. Let us illustrate on this simplest case. Our main gauge field
Y( 52 ,
3
2 ) has two gauge transformations (combined into one ξμa transformation in the frame-like
approach) with the parameters Y( 52 , 12 ) and Y( 32 , 32 ) and reducibility corresponding to Y( 32 , 12 ).
Thus we have to introduce two primary Goldstone fields corresponding to Y( 52 ,
1
2 ) and Y(
3
2 ,
3
2 ).
Both have its own gauge transformations with parameters Y( 32 ,
1
2 ) but due to reducibility of
gauge transformations for the main gauge field, it is enough to introduce one secondary Gold-
stone field Y( 32 ,
1
2 ) only. This field also has its own gauge transformation with parameter Y(
1
2 ,
1
2 )
but due to reducibility of gauge transformations for the field Y( 32 ,
3
2 ) the procedure stops here.
Thus we need four fields: Y( 52 ,
3
2 ), Y(
5
2 ,
1
2 ), Y(
3
2 ,
3
2 ) and Y(
3
2 ,
1
2 ). It is natural to use frame-like
formalism for all fields in question so we will use Ψμνa , Φμa , Ψμν and Φμ respectively.
In general, gauge invariant Lagrangian for massive fermionic field contains kinetic and mass
terms for all the components as well as a number of cross terms without derivatives. Moreover, it
is necessary to introduce such cross terms for the nearest neighbours only, i.e. main gauge field
with the primary ones, primary with secondary and so on. Thus we will look for gauge invariant
Lagrangian in the form:
L= i{μναβγabcde }[Ψ¯μνf Γ abcdeDαΨβγ f − 10Ψ¯μνaΓ bcdDαΨβγ e − Ψ¯μνΓ abcdeDαΨβγ ]
+ i{μναabc }[Φ¯μdΓ abcDνΦαd − 6Φ¯μaγ bDνΦαc − Φ¯μΓ abcDνΦα]
+ {μναβabcd }[a0Ψ¯μνeΓ abcdΨαβe + 6a0Ψ¯μνaΓ bcΨαβd + a2Ψ¯μνΓ abcdΨαβ]
+ {μνab }[a1(Φ¯μcΓ abΦνc + 2Φ¯μaΦνb)+ a3Φ¯μΓ abΦν]
+ ib1
{μνα
abc
}[
Ψ¯μν
dΓ abcΦα
d − 6Ψ¯μνaγ bΦαc + Φ¯μdΓ abcΨναd − 6Φ¯μaγ bΨναc
]
+ ib2
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
aΓ bcdΨαβ − Ψ¯μνΓ abcΨαβd
]+ ib3{μνab }[Φ¯μaγ bΦν − Φ¯μγ aΦνb]
(25)+ ib4
{μνα}[
Ψ¯μνΓ
abcΦα + Φ¯μΓ abcΨνα
]
,abc
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mass and cross terms under the initial gauge transformations we have to introduce corresponding
corrections to gauge transformations. And indeed all variations with one derivative cancel with
the following form of gauge transformations:
δΨμν
a = D[μξν]a − ia05(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν]a + 2
d
γ aξ[μ,ν]
]
− b2
10(d − 2)
[
e[μaξν] − 1
d
γ aγ[μξν]
]
+ b1
15(d − 3)(d − 4)
[
Γμνζ
a − (d
2 − 7d + 16)
4(d − 2) e[μ
aζν] + (d + 1)4(d − 2)γ
aγ[μζν]
]
,
δΦμ
a = Dμζa − 2b1ξμa + ia13(d − 2)
[
γμζ
a − 2
d
γ aζμ
]
+ b3
6(d − 1)
[
eμ
aζ − 1
d
γ aγμζ
]
,
δΨμν = D[μξν] + b220ξ[μ,ν] +
ia2
5(d − 4)γ[μξν] −
b4
20(d − 3)(d − 4)Γμνζ,
(26)δΦμ = Dμζ + b36 ζμ + 2b4ξμ −
ia3
3(d − 2)γμζ,
where all coefficients are expressed in terms of Lagrangian parameters a1,2,3,4 and b1,2,3,4. Now
we calculate all variations without derivatives (including contribution from kinetic terms due to
non-commutativity of covariant derivatives) and require their cancellation. This gives us:
a1 = −3(d − 2)5(d − 4)a0, a2 = −
(d + 2)
d
a0, a3 = 3(d
2 − 4)
5d(d − 4)a0,
a0
2 = 5(d − 4)
3(d − 3)b1
2 − 25
4
(d − 4)2κ,
20(d + 1)(d − 4)b12 − 3d(d − 3)b22 = −600(d + 1)(d − 2)(d − 3)κ,
b3
2 = 9(d − 1)
50(d − 2)b2
2, b4
2 = 2(d − 1)
(d − 2) b1
2.
Let us analyze the results obtained. First of all recall that there is no strict definition of what is
mass in (A)dS spaces. Working with gauge invariant description of massive particles it is natural
to define massless limit as the one where all Goldstone fields decouple from the main gauge
one. For the case at hands, such a limit requires that both b1 → 0 and b2 → 0 simultaneously.
As the third relation above clearly shows such a limit is possible in flat Minkowski space κ = 0
only. For the non-zero values of cosmological constant we obtain one of the so-called partially
massless limits (depending on the sign of κ). To clarify subsequent discussion, let us give here a
Fig. 1 illustrating the roles of cross terms b1,2,3,4. In AdS space (κ < 0) one can put b2 = 0 (and
thus b3 = 0). In this, the whole system decomposes into two disconnected subsystems as Fig. 2
shows. One of them, with the fields Ψμνa , Φμa and with the Lagrangian:
L= i{μναβγabcde }[Ψ¯μνf Γ abcdeDαΨβγ f − 10Ψ¯μνaΓ bcdDαΨβγ e]
+ i{μναabc }[Φ¯μdΓ abcDνΦαd − 6Φ¯μaγ bDνΦαc]
+ a0
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
eΓ abcdΨαβ
e + 6Ψ¯μνaΓ bcΨαβd
]
+ a1
{μν
ab
}[
Φ¯μ
cΓ abΦν
c + 2Φ¯μaΦνb
]
+ ib1
{μνα
abc
}[
Ψ¯μν
dΓ abcΦα
d − 6Ψ¯μνaγ bΦαc + Φ¯μdΓ abcΨναd
(27)− 6Φ¯μaγ bΨναc
]
,
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3
2 ) spin-tensor in AdS.
which is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δΨμν
a = D[μξν]a − ia05(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν]a + 2
d
γ aξ[μ,ν]
]
+ b1
15(d − 3)(d − 4)
[
Γμνζ
a − (d
2 − 7d + 16)
4(d − 2) e[μ
aζν] + (d + 1)4(d − 2)γ
aγ[μζν]
]
,
(28)δΦμa = Dμζa − 2b1ξμa + ia13(d − 2)
[
γμζ
a − 2
d
γ aζμ
]
describes unitary partially massless theory corresponding to irreducible representation of AdS
group. In particular, this shows that the additional field Φμa allows us to deform massless field
Ψμν
a into AdS space. At the same time, two other fields Ψμν and Φμ with the Lagrangian:
L= −i{μναβγabcde }Ψ¯μνΓ abcdeDαΨβγ − i{μναabc }Φ¯μΓ abcDνΦα
+ a2
{μναβ
abcd
}
Ψ¯μνΓ
abcdΨαβ + a3
{μν
ab
}
Φ¯μΓ
abΦν
(29)+ ib4
{μνα
abc
}[
Ψ¯μνΓ
abcΦα + Φ¯μΓ abcΨνα
]
invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δΨμν = D[μξν] + ia25(d − 4)γ[μξν] −
b4
20(d − 3)(d − 4)Γμνζ,
(30)δΦμ = Dμζ + 2b4ξμ − ia33(d − 2)γμζ
give gauge invariant description of massive antisymmetric second rank spin-tensor [42].
Let us turn to the dS space (κ > 0). First of all, from the equation for the a02 above we see
that there is a unitary forbidden region b12 < 154 (d − 3)(d − 4)κ . Inside this region there exists
one more example of partially massless theory corresponding to the limit b1 → 0 (and hence
b4 → 0) as Fig. 3 shows. In this, the main field Ψμνa together with Ψμν describe this non-unitary
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partially massless theory with the Lagrangian:
L= i{μναβγabcde }[Ψ¯μνf Γ abcdeDαΨβγ f − 10Ψ¯μνaΓ bcdDαΨβγ e − Ψ¯μνΓ abcdeDαΨβγ ]
+ {μναβabcd }[a0Ψ¯μνeΓ abcdΨαβe + 6a0Ψ¯μνaΓ bcΨαβd + a2Ψ¯μνΓ abcdΨαβ]
(31)+ ib2
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
aΓ bcdΨαβ − Ψ¯μνΓ abcΨαβd
]
,
which is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δΨμν
a = D[μξν]a − ia05(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν]a + 2
d
γ aξ[μ,ν]
]
− b2
10(d − 2)
[
e[μaξν] − 1
d
γ aγ[μξν]
]
,
(32)δΨμν = D[μξν] + b220ξ[μ,ν] +
ia2
5(d − 4)γ[μξν].
Thus it is the antisymmetric spin-tensor Ψμν that plays the role of additional field required for
deformation into dS space. At the same time, two other fields Φμa , Φμ provides gauge invariant
description for partially massless spin 5/2 particle [26] with the Lagrangian:
L= i{μναabc }[Φ¯μdΓ abcDνΦαd − 6Φ¯μaγ bDνΦαc − Φ¯μΓ abcDνΦα]
+ {μνab }[a1(Φ¯μcΓ abΦνc + 2Φ¯μaΦνb)+ a3Φ¯μΓ abΦν]
(33)+ ib3
{μν
ab
}[
Φ¯μ
aγ bΦν − Φ¯μγ aΦνb
]
,
which is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δΦμ
a = Dμζa + ia13(d − 2)
[
γμζ
a − 2
d
γ aζμ
]
+ b3
6(d − 1)
[
eμ
aζ − 1
d
γ aγμζ
]
,
(34)δΦμ = Dμζ + b36 ζμ −
ia3
3(d − 2)γμζ.
2.2. Y(k + 32 , 32 )
We proceed with the construction of massive theory for spin-tensor Ψμν(ak) with arbitrary
k  1. Again our first task is to determine a set of fields necessary for gauge invariant description
of such massive field. Main gauge field Y(k + 32 , 12 ) has two gauge transformations with parame-
ters Y(k + 32 , 12 ) and Y(k + 12 , 32 ) so we need two corresponding primary fields. The first of them
has one gauge transformation with parameter Y(k + 1 , 1 ), while the second one has two gauge2 2
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ity of gauge transformations of the main gauge field we have to introduce two secondary fields
Y(k − 12 , 32 ) and Y(k + 12 , 12 ) only. It is not hard to check that the procedure again stops at the
Y( 32 ,
1
2 ) and we need totally Y(l + 32 , 32 ) and Y(l + 32 , 12 ) with 0 l  k. Thus we introduce the
following fields: Ψμν(al) and Φμ(al), 0 l  k.
As we have already noted gauge invariant Lagrangian for massive fermionic field contains
kinetic and mass terms for all components as well as cross terms without derivatives for all
nearest neighbours. Thus we will look for massive Lagrangian in the form:
L=
k∑
l=0
[L(Ψμν(al))+L(Φμ(al))]+
k−1∑
l=0
Lcross(l),
where
(−1)lL(Ψμν(al))
= −i{μναβγabcde }[Ψ¯μν(al)Γ abcdeDαΨβγ (al) − 10lΨ¯μνa(al−1)Γ bcdDαΨβγ e(al−1)]
(35)+ al
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
(al)Γ abcdΨαβ
(al) + 6lΨ¯μνa(al−1)Γ bcΨαβd(al−1)
]
,
(−1)lL(Φμ(al))= −i{μναabc }[Φ¯μ(al)Γ abcDνΦα(al) − 6lΦ¯μa(al−1)γ bDνΦαc(al−1)]
(36)+ bl
{μν
ab
}[
Φ¯μ
(al)Γ abΦν
(al) + 2lΦ¯μa(al−1)Φνb(al−1)
]
,
−i(−1)lLcross(l) = cl
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
a(al)Γ bcdΨαβ
(al) − Ψ¯μν(al)Γ abcΨαβd(al)
]
+ dl
{μνα
abc
}[
Ψ¯μν
(al)Γ abcΦα
(al) − 6lΨ¯μνa(al−1)γ bΦαc(al−1)
]
+ dl
{μνα
abc
}[
Φ¯μ
(al)Γ abcΨνα
(al) − 6lΦμa(al−1)γ bΨναc(al−1)
]
(37)+ el
{μν
ab
}[
Φ¯μ
a(al)γ bΦν
(al) − Φ¯μ(al)γ aΦνb(al)
]
.
As usual, to compensate non-invariance of all mass terms (both diagonal as well as cross
terms) under the initial gauge transformations, we have to introduce corresponding corrections
to gauge transformations. We have already introduced such corrections for diagonal mass terms
with coefficients al and bl in Sections 1.3 and 1.1, respectively. Let us consider three possible
type of cross terms in turn.
Ψμν
(al+1) ⇔ Ψμν(al). In this case cross terms look like:
L= −i(−1)lcl
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
a(al)Γ bcdΨαβ
(al) − Ψ¯μν(al)Γ abcΨαβd(al)
]
and to compensate for their non-invariance we have to introduce:
δ′Ψμν(al+1) = − cl10(l + 1)(d + l − 2)
[
e[μ(a1ξν]al) − 1
(d + 2l)γ
(a1γ[μξν]al)
+ 2
(d + 2l)g
(a1a2ξ[μ,ν]al−1)
]
,
(38)δ′Ψμν(al) = cl10(l + 2) ξ[μ,ν]
(al).
Ψμν
(al) ⇔ Φμ(al). Here the cross terms have the following form:
L= −i(−1)ldl
{μνα
abc
}[
Ψ¯μν
(al)Γ abcΦα
(al) − 6lΨ¯μνa(al−1)γ bΦαc(al−1)
]+ h.c.
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δ′Ψμν(al) = − (l + 1)dl10(l + 2)(d − 3)(d − 4)
[
Γμνζ
(al) − (d − 3)(d − 4) + 2l + 2
2(l + 1)(d + l − 3) e[μ
(a1ζμ]al−1)
+ (d + 2l − 1)
2(l + 1)(d + l − 3)γ
(a1γ[μζν]al−1)
]
,
(39)δ′Φμ(al) = 2dlξμ(al).
Φμ
(al+1) ⇔ Φμ(al). The last possible type of cross terms have the form:
L= −i(−1)lel
{μν
ab
}[
Φ¯μ
a(al)γ bΦν
(al) − Φ¯μ(al)γ aΦνb(al)
]
,
while corrections to gauge transformations can be written as follows:
δ′Φμ(al+1) = el6(l + 1)(d + l − 1)
[
eμ
(a1ζ al) − 1
(d + 2l)γ
(a1γμζ
al)
− 2
(d + 2l)g
(a1a2ζμ
al−1)
]
,
(40)δ′Φμ(al) = el6(l + 1)ζ
(al).
Collecting all pieces together we obtain the following complete set of gauge transformations
(for simplicity we omit here complicated terms which are necessary to ensure that all variations
are γ -transverse):
δΨμν
(al) = D[μξν](al ) + ial5(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](al ) + · · ·
]+ cl
10(l + 2) ξ[μ,ν]
(al)
− cl−1
10l(d + l − 3)
[
e[μ(a1ξν]al−1) + · · ·
]
− (l + 1)dl
10(l + 2)(d − 3)(d − 5)
[
Γμνζ
(al) + · · ·],
δΦμ
(al) = Dμζ (al) − ibl3(d − 2)
[
γμζ
(al) + · · ·]+ 2dlξμ(al) + el6(l + 1)ζ (al)
(41)+ el−1
6l(d + l − 2)
[
eμ
(a1ζ al−1) + · · ·].
At this stage we have complete Lagrangian and gauge transformations, in this all parameters
in gauge transformations are expressed in terms of the Lagrangian ones a, b, c, d and e so that
all variations with one derivative cancel. Our next task — to calculate all variations without
derivatives (including contribution from kinetic terms due to non-commutativity of covariant
derivatives) and require their cancellation. We will not give here these lengthy but straightforward
calculations presenting final results only. First of all, we obtain a number of recurrent relations
on diagonal mass parameters al and bl which allows us to express all of them in terms of the
main one ak = M :
al = (d + 2k)
(d + 2l) M, bl = −
3(d − 2)
5(d − 4)al.
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Fig. 5. Unitary partially massless limit in AdS space.
Then we obtain recurrent relations on the parameters dl which allows us to express all of them
in terms of main one dk = m (it is not a mass, just notation):
dl
2 = (k + 1)(d + k − 2)
(l + 1)(d + l − 2) m
2.
Further we get the following expressions for the parameters cl and el :
cl
2 = 10(k − l)(l + 1)(d + k + l)
(d + 2l)
[
(k + 1)(d − 4)
(k + 2)(d − 3)m
2 + 10(l + 2)(d + l − 2)κ
]
,
el
2 = 9(l + 1)(d + l − 1)
25(l + 2)(d + l − 2)cl
2.
At last, we obtain an important relation on parameters M and m:
M2 = 5(k + 1)(d − 4)
2(k + 2)(d − 3)m
2 − 25
4
(d − 4)2κ.
Now we are ready to analyze the results obtained. To clarify the roles played by parameters c,
d and e we give here Fig. 4. First of all note that to obtain massless limit we have to put m → 0
and ck−1 → 0 simultaneously. But as the expression on ck−1 clearly shows such limit is possible
in flat Minkowski space (κ = 0) only. For non-zero values of κ we can obtain a number of
partially massless limits. Let us consider AdS space (κ < 0) first. The most physically interesting
limit appears then ck−1 → 0 (and hence ek−1 → 0). In this the whole system decomposes into
two disconnected subsystems as shown on Fig. 5. In this, two fields Ψμν(ak) and Φμ(ak) describe
partially massless theory corresponding to unitary irreducible representation of AdS group [25].
Thus for deformation into AdS space it is enough to introduce one additional field Φμ(ak) only.
The Lagrangian for such theory has the form:
(−1)kL= −i{μναβγabcde }[Ψ¯μν(ak)Γ abcdeDαΨβγ (ak) − 10kΨ¯μνa(ak−1)Γ bcdDαΨβγ e(ak−1)]
− i{μναabc }[Φ¯μ(ak)Γ abcDνΦα(ak) − 6kΦ¯μa(ak−1)γ bDνΦαc(ak−1)]
+ ak
{μναβ}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak)Γ abcdΨαβ
(ak) + 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1)Γ bcΨαβd(ak−1)
]
abcd
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{μν
ab
}[
Φ¯μ
(ak)Γ abΦν
(ak) + 2kΦ¯μa(ak−1)Φνb(ak−1)
]
+ dk
{μνα
abc
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak)Γ abcΦα
(ak) − 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1)γ bΦαc(ak−1)
]
(42)+ dk
{μνα
abc
}[
Φ¯μ
(akΓ abcΨνα
(ak) − 6kΦμa(ak−1)γ bΨναc(ak−1)
]
,
while gauge transformations leaving it invariant look as follows:
δΨμν
(ak) = D[μξν](ak) + iak5(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](ak) + · · ·
]
− (l + 1)dk
10(k + 2)(d − 3)(d − 5)
[
Γμνζ
(ak) + · · ·]
(43)δΦμ(ak) = Dμζ (ak) − ibk3(d − 2)
[
γμζ
(ak) + · · ·]+ 2dkξμ(ak).
At the same time all other fields just give massive theory for the Ψμν(ak−1) spin-tensor. Besides a
number of non-unitary partially massless limits exists. Indeed, each time when one of the cl → 0
(and hence el → 0) the whole system also decomposes into two disconnected subsystems. One
of them with the fields Ψμν(am) and Φμ(am) with l  m  k describes a non-unitary partially
massless theory, while remaining fields just give massive theory for the Ψμν(al−1) spin-tensor.
Let us turn to the dS space (κ > 0). From the last relation on parameters M and m we see
that there is a unitary forbidden region m2 < 5(k+2)(d−3)(d−4)2(k+1) κ . Inside this region there exists
the only partially massless limit possible. It appears then we put m → 0 (and this puts all dl → 0
simultaneously). Once again the whole system decomposes into two disconnected parts as shown
on Fig. 6. One of them with the fields Ψμν(al), 0 l  k, provides one more example of partially
massless theory in dS space with the Lagrangian
L=
k∑
l=0
(−1)l[−i{μναβγabcde }[Ψ¯μν(al)Γ abcdeDαΨβγ (al) − 10lΨ¯μνa(al−1)Γ bcdDαΨβγ e(al−1)]
+ al
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
(al)Γ abcdΨαβ
(al) + 6lΨ¯μνa(al−1)Γ bcΨαβd(al−1)
]]
(44)+ i
k−1∑
l=0
(−1)lcl
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
a(al)Γ bcdΨαβ
(al) − Ψ¯μν(al)Γ abcΨαβd(al)
]
,
which is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δΨμν
(al) = D[μξν](al ) + ial5(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](al ) + · · ·
]+ cl
10(l + 2) ξ[μ,ν]
(al)
(45)− cl−1
10l(d + l − 3)
[
e[μ(a1ξν]al−1) + · · ·
]
.
Fig. 6. Non-unitary partially massless limit in dS space.
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Ψμν
(al) with 0 l  k − 1. In this, remaining fields Φμ(al), 0 l  k, realize partially massless
theory constructed earlier [19].
2.3. Y( 52 ,
5
2 )
As we have already noted, (spin)-tensors corresponding to Young tableau with equal number
of boxes in both rows are special and require separate consideration. Here we consider simplest
example — massive theory for Rμνab spin-tensor. First of all, we have to find a set of fields nec-
essary for gauge invariant description of such massive spin-tensor. Our main gauge field Y( 52 ,
5
2 )
has one gauge transformation with the parameter Y( 52 ,
3
2 ) only (and this is a main feature making
this (spin)-tensors special). Thus we need one primary Goldstone field Y( 52 , 32 ) only. This field
has two gauge transformations with parameters Y( 52 ,
1
2 ) and Y(
3
2 ,
3
2 ) but due to reducibility of
our main field gauge transformations we need one secondary field Y( 52 ,
1
2 ) only. This field also
has one gauge transformation with the parameter Y( 32 ,
1
2 ) but due to reducibility of primary field
gauge transformations the procedure stops here. Thus we need three fields Rμνab , Ψμνa and Φμa
only.
As in all previous cases, we will construct a massive gauge invariant Lagrangian as the sum
of kinetic and mass terms for all three fields as well as cross terms without derivatives:
L= −i{μναβγabcde }[R¯μνfgΓ abcdeDαRβγ fg − 20R¯μνaf Γ bcdDαRβγ ef
− 60R¯μνabγ cDαRβγ de
]
+ i{μναβγabcde }[Ψ¯μνf Γ abcdeDαΨβγ f − 10Ψ¯μνaΓ bcdDαΨβγ e]
+ i{μναabc }[Φ¯μdΓ abcDνΦαd − 6Φ¯μaγ bDνΦαc]
+ a0
{μναβ
abcd
}[
R¯μν
ef Γ abcdRαβ
ef + 12R¯μνaeΓ bcRαβde − 12R¯μνabRαβcd
]
+ a1
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
eΓ abcdΨαβ
e + 6Ψ¯μνaΓ bcΨαβd
]
+ a2
{ μν
ab
}[
Φ¯μ
cΓ abΦν
c + 2Φ¯μaΦνb
]
+ ib1
{μναβ
abcd
}[
R¯μν
aeΓ bcdΨαβ
e − 6R¯μνabγ cΨαβd − Ψ¯μνeΓ abcRαβde
− 6Ψ¯μνaγ bRαβcd
]
+ ib2
{μνα
abc
}[
Ψ¯μν
dΓ abcΦα
d − 6Ψ¯μνaγ bΦαc + Φ¯μdΓ abcΨναd
(46)− 6Φ¯μaγ bΨναc
]
.
Now following our usual strategy we calculate variations with one derivative to find appropriate
corrections to gauge transformations. Really most of them we are already familiar with, the only
new ones are related with the cross terms Rμνab ⇔ Ψμνa . Calculating these new corrections and
collecting previously known results we obtain:
δRμν
ab = D[μξν]ab + ia05(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν]ab + 2
(d − 2)γ
[aξ[μ,ν]b]
]
+ b1
20(d − 3)
[
e[μ[aξν]b] − 1
(d − 2)γ
[aγ[μξν]b] − 2
(d − 1)(d − 2)Γ
abξ[μ,ν]
]
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a = D[μξν]a − b110ξ[μ,ν]
a − ia1
5(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν]a + 2
d
γ aξ[μ,ν]
]
+ b2
15(d − 3)(d − 4)
[
Γμνζ
a − (d
2 − 7d + 16)
4(d − 2) e[μ
aζν] + (d + 1)4(d − 2)γ
aγ[μζν]
]
,
(47)δΦμa = Dμζa − 2b2ξμa + a23(d − 2)
[
γμζ
a − 2
d
γ aζμ
]
.
Now we proceed with the variations without derivatives (including contribution from kinetic
terms due to non-commutativity of covariant derivatives). First of all, their cancellation leads to
the relations on the diagonal mass terms:
a1 = − d
(d − 2)a0, a2 = −
3(d − 2)
5(d − 4)a1 =
3d
5(d − 4)a0.
Also we obtain two important relations:
a0
2 = (d − 2)
8(d − 1)b1
2 − 25(d − 2)
2
4
κ,
b2
2 = 3(d − 2)
20(d − 1)(d − 4)
[
(d − 2)b12 − 200(d − 1)(d − 3)κ
]
.
Simple linear structure of this theory Rμνab ⇔ Ψμνa ⇔ Φμa makes an analysis to be simple.
First of all we see that massless limit (i.e. decoupling of Ψμνa from Rμνab) corresponds to
b1 → 0. Such a limit is possible in the AdS space κ < 0 (and in the flat Minkowski space, of
course) in complete agreement with the fact that massless theory for Rμνab admits deforma-
tion into AdS space without introduction of any additional fields. In this, two other fields Ψμνa
and Φμa describe partially massless theory we already familiar with. In the dS space we once
again face an unitary forbidden region b12 < 252 (d − 1)(d − 2)κ . Inside this region we find one
more example of non-unitary partially massless theory. It appears then b2 → 0, in this the field
Φμ
a decouples, while two other fields Rμνab and Ψμνa describe partially massless theory. The
Lagrangian and gauge transformations for this theory can be easily obtained from the general for-
mulas simply omitting the field Φμa and all terms in the gauge transformations containing ζ a .
2.4. Y(k + 32 , k + 32 )
Let us consider now general case — spin-tensor Y(k + 32 , k + 32 ) with arbitrary k  1.
Again it is crucial that the main field Rμν(ak),(bk) has one gauge transformation with parame-
ter Y(k + 32 , k + 12 ) only so we need one primary field. This field has two gauge transformations
with parameters Y(k + 32 , k − 12 ) and Y(k + 12 , k + 12 ) but due to reducibility of gauge transfor-
mations of main field we need one secondary field Y(k + 32 , k + 12 ) only. It is not hard to check
that complete set of fields necessary for gauge invariant description contains Y(k + 32 , l + 32 ),
0 l  k, and Y(k + 32 , 12 ).
Following our general procedure we will look for massive gauge invariant Lagrangian as the
sum of kinetic and mass terms for all fields as well as cross terms for nearest neighbours:
(48)L= L(Rμν(ak),(bk))+
k−1∑
l=0
L(Ψμν(ak),(bl ))+L(Φμ(ak))+Lcross,
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grangian L(Ψμν(ak),(bl )) is given by formulas (22) and (23) of Section 1.6. Here
Lcross = idk,k
{μναβ
abcd
}[
R¯μν
(ak),a(bk−1)Γ bcdΨαβ
(ak),(bk−1)
+ 6kR¯μνa(ak−1),b(bk−1)γ cΨαβd(ak−1),(bk−1)
− Ψ¯μν(ak),(ak−1)Γ abcRαβ(ak),d(bk−1) + 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),(bk−1)γ bRαβc(ak−1),d(bk−1)
]
+
k−1∑
l=1
i(−1)k+ldk,l
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak),a(bl−1)Γ bcdΨαβ
(ak),(bl−1)
+ 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),b(bl−1)γ cΨαβd(ak−1),(bl−1) − Ψ¯μν(ak),(bl−1)Γ abcΨαβ(ak),d(bl−1)
+ 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),(bl−1)γ bΨαβc(ak−1),d(bl−1)
]
+ i(−1)kdk,0
{μνα
abc
}[
Ψ¯μν
(k)Γ abcΦα
(k) − 6kΨ¯μνa(k−1)γ bΦαc(k−1)
(49)+ Φ¯μ(ak)Γ abcΨνα(ak) − 6kΦ¯μa(ak−1)γ bΨναc(ak−1)
]
.
As usual, to compensate for non-invariance of cross terms under the initial gauge transforma-
tions, we have to introduce corresponding corrections to gauge transformations. Let us consider
different cross terms in turn.
Rμν
(ak),(bk) ⇔ Ψμν(ak),(bk−1). In this case cross terms look like:
L= idk,k
{μναβ
abcd
}[
R¯μν
(ak),a(bk−1)Γ bcdΨαβ
(ak),(bk−1)
+ 6kR¯μνa(ak−1),b(bk−1)γ cΨαβd(ak−1),(bk−1)
− Ψ¯μν(ak),(ak−1)Γ abcRαβ(ak),d(bk−1) + 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),(bk−1)γ bRαβc(ak−1),d(bk−1)
]
and to compensate for their non-invariance we have to introduce:
δ′Rμν(ak),(bk) = − dk,k20k(d + k − 4)
[
ξ[μ(ak),(bk−1eν]b1) − e[ν(a1ξμ]ak−1)(b1,bk−1) + · · ·
]
,
(50)δ′Ψμν(ak),(bk−1) = −dk,k10k ξ[μ
(ak),(bk−1)
ν],
where again dots stand for the additional terms which are necessary for variations to be γ -
transverse.
Ψμν
(ak),(bl ) ⇔ Ψμν(ak),(bl−1). Corresponding cross terms have the following form:
(−1)k+lL= idk,l
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak),a(bl−1)Γ bcdΨαβ
(ak),(bl−1)
+ 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),b(bl−1)γ cΨαβd(ak−1),(bl−1)
− Ψ¯μν(ak),(bl−1)Γ abcΨαβ(ak),d(bl−1)
+ 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),(bl−1)γ bΨαβc(ak−1),d(bl−1)
]
and to compensate for their non-invariance we have to introduce the following corrections:
δ′Ψμν(ak),(bl ) = − dk,l10l(k − l + 2)(d + l − 4)
[
(k − l + 1)ξμ(ak),(bl−1eν]b1)
− e[ν(a1ξμ]ak−1)(b1,bl−1) + · · ·
]
,
(51)δ′Ψμν(ak),(bl−1) = −dk,l10l ξ[μ
(ak),(bl−1)
ν].
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(ak) ⇔ Φμ(ak). This case we have already considered in Section 2.2, so we will not repeat
corresponding formulas here.
Collecting all pieces together we obtain the following complete set of gauge transformations:
δRμν
(ak),(bk) = D[μξν](ak),(bk) + iak,k5(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](ak),(bl ) + · · ·
]
− dk,k
20k(d + k − 4)
[
ξ[μ(ak),(bk−1eν]b1) − e[ν (a1ξμ]ak−1)(b1,bk−1) + · · ·
]
,
δΨμν
(ak),(bl ) = D[μξν](ak),(bl ) + iak,l5(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](ak),(bl ) + · · ·
]
− dk,l
10l(k − l + 2)(d + l − 4)
[
(k − l + 1)ξμ(ak),(bl−1eν]b1)
− e[ν(a1ξμ]ak−1)(b1,bl−1) + · · ·
]− dk,l+1
10(l + 1) ξ[μ
(ak),(bl )
ν], 1 l  k − 1,
δΨμν
(ak) = D[μξν](ak) + iak,05(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](ak) + · · ·
]− dk,1
10
ξ[μ(ak),ν]
− (k + 1)dk,0
10(k + 2)(d − 3)(d − 4)
[
Γμνζ
(ak) + · · ·],
(52)δΦμ(ak) = Dμζ (ak) − ibk3(d − 2)
[
γμζ
(ak) + · · ·]+ 2dk,0ξμ(ak).
At this point we have complete Lagrangian as well as complete set of gauge transformations,
in this all parameters in gauge transformations are expressed in terms of Lagrangian parameters
ak,l , dk,l and bk so that all variations with one derivative cancel. Now we have to calculate all vari-
ations without derivatives (including contributions from kinetic terms due to non-commutativity
of covariant derivatives) and require their cancellation. Once again we omit these lengthy but
straightforward calculations and give final results only. First of all, we obtain a number of recur-
rent relations on diagonal mass terms ak,l which allow us to express all of them in terms of the
main one ak,k = M :
ak,l = d + 2k − 2)
(d + 2l − 2)M, bk = −
3(d + 2k − 2)
5(d − 4) M.
Then we obtain recurrent relations on parameters dk,l which allow us to express all of them in
terms of the main one:
dk,l
2 = l(k − l + 2)(d + k + l − 3)
(d + 2l − 4)
[
m2 − 100(k − l)(d + k + l − 4)κ], 1 l  k,
dk,0
2 = (k + 2)(d + k − 3)
10(d − 4)
[
m2 − 100k(d + k − 4)κ],
where we introduced a notation:
m2 = (d + 2k − 4)
2k(d + 2k − 3)dk,k
2.
At last, we obtain an important relation on parameters M and m:
4M2 = m2 − 25(d + 2k − 4)2κ.
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Let us analyze the results obtained. We have already seen in Section 1.5 that massless spin-
tensor Rμν(ak),(bk) admits deformation into AdS space without introduction of any additional
fields. And indeed, as the last relation clearly shows, in AdS space (κ < 0) nothing prevents us
from considering a limit m → 0 when all Goldstone fields decouple from the main one. From the
other hand, in the dS space we again obtain unitary forbidden region m2 < 25(d + 2k − 4)2κ .
At the boundary of this region all diagonal mass terms become equal to zero so that the theory
greatly simplifies (though the number of physical degrees of freedom remains to be the same).
Inside forbidden region we find a number of (non-unitary) partially massless theories. They ap-
pear each time when one of the parameters dk,l → 0. In this, the whole system decomposes into
two disconnected subsystems containing the fields Rμν(ak),(bl ), Ψμν(ak),(bn), l  n k − 1, and
Ψμν
(ak),(bn), 0 n l − 1, Φμ(ak), correspondingly.
2.5. Y(k + 32 , l + 32 )
Now we are ready to consider general case — massive spin-tensor Y(k + 32 , l + 32 ) with k >
l  1. Our usual procedure (consider gauge transformations for all fields and take into account
their reducibility) leads to the following set of fields which are necessary for gauge invariant
description: Y(m + 32 , n + 32 ) and Y(m + 32 , 12 ) where l m k and 0 n l. These fields as
well as parameters determining appropriate cross terms (see below) are shown on Fig. 7.
As in all previous cases, the total Lagrangian contains kinetic and diagonal mass terms for all
fields as well as cross terms without derivatives:
(53)L=
k∑
m=l
l∑
n=0
L(Ψμν(am),(bn))+
k∑
m=l
L(Φμ(am))+Lcross.
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Recall that cross terms appear for nearest neighbours only, i.e. main gauge field with primary
fields, primary with secondary ones and so on. Thus a general Ψμν(am),(bn) field has cross terms
with four other fields as shown on Fig. 8. In the previous subsection we have already considered
cross terms for the pair Ψμν(am),(bn) ⇔ Ψμν(am),(bn−1), thus the only new terms we need are cross
terms for the pair Ψμν(am),(bn) ⇔ Ψμν(am−1),(bn). They look as follows:
(−1)m+nL= icm,n
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
a(am−1),(bn)Γ bcdΨαβ
(am−1),(bn)
− 6nΨ¯μνa(am−1),b(bn−1)γ cΨαβ(an−1),d(bn−1)
− Ψ¯μν(am−1),(bn)Γ abcΨαβd(am−1),(bn)
− 6nΨ¯μν(am−1),a(bn−1)γ bΨαβc(am−1),d(bn−1)
]
.
In this, to compensate for their non-invariance we have to introduce the following corrections to
gauge transformations:
δ′Ψμν(am),(bn) = cm,n10m(d + m − 3)
[
e[μ(a1ξν]am−1),(bn) + · · ·
]
,
δ′Ψμν(am−1),(bn) = − cm,n10(m − n + 1)(m + 1)
[
(m − n + 1)ξ[μ,ν](am−1),(bn)
(54)+ ξ[μ(am−1)(b1,bn−1)ν]
]
.
Note also that the last two rows on Fig. 7 are similar to those on Fig. 4 in Section 2.2, so all
necessary terms have already been considered there.
Collecting all pieces together we obtain the following complete set of cross terms:
Lcross = i
k∑
m=l
l∑
n=1
(−1)m+n{μναβabcd }{cm,n[Ψ¯μνa(am−1),(bn)Γ bcdΨαβ(am−1),(bn)
− 6nΨ¯μνa(am−1),b(bn−1)γ cΨαβ(an−1),d(bn−1) − Ψ¯μν(am−1),(bn)Γ abcΨαβd(am−1),(bn)
− 6nΨ¯μν(am−1),a(bn−1)γ bΨαβc(am−1),d(bn−1)
]
+ dm,n
[
Ψ¯μν
(am),a(bn−1)Γ bcdΨαβ
(am),(bn−1)
+ 6mΨ¯μνa(am−1),b(bn−1)γ cΨαβd(am−1),(bn−1) − Ψ¯μν(am),(bn−1)Γ abcΨαβ(am),d(bn−1)
+ 6mΨ¯μνa(m−1),(bn−1)γ bΨαβc(am−1),d(bn−1)
]}
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k∑
m=l
(−1)m{μναβabcd }{cm,0[Ψ¯μνa(am)Γ bcdΨαβ(am) − Ψ¯μν(am)Γ abcΨαβd(am)]
+ dm,0
[
Ψ¯μν
(am)Γ abcΦα
(am) − 6mΨ¯μνa(am−1)γ bΦαc(am−1)
+ Ψ¯μν(am)Γ abcΦα(am) − 6mΨ¯μνa(am−1)γ bΦαc(am−1)
]
(55)+ em
[
Φ¯μ
a(am)γ bΦν
(am) − Φ¯μ(am)γ aΦνb(am)
]}
.
Similarly, combining results of this and previous subsections, we obtain complete set of gauge
transformations for all fields involved:
δΨμν
(am),(bn) = D[μξν](am),(bn) + iam,n5(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](am),(bn) + · · ·
]
− cm+1,n
10(m − n + 2)(m + 2)
[
(m − n + 2)ξ[μ,ν](am),(bn) + ξ[μ(am)(b1,bn−1)ν]
]
− cm,n
10m(d + m − 3)
[
e[μ(a1ξν]am−1),(bn) + · · ·
]− dm,n+1
10(n + 1)ξ[μ
(am),(bn−1)
ν]
− dm,n
10n(m − n + 2)(d + n − 4)
[
(m − n + 1)ξ[μ(am),(bn−1eν]b1)
− e[ν(a1ξμ]am−1)(b1,bn−1) + · · ·
]
, 1 n l,
δΨμν
(am) = D[μξν](am) + iam,05(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](am) + · · ·
]+ cm,0
10(m + 2)ξ[μ,ν]
(am)
− cm−1,0
10l(d + m − 3)
[
e[μ(a1ξν]am−1) + · · ·
]
− (m + 1)dm,0
10(m + 2)(d − 3)(d − 5)
[
Γμνζ
(am) + · · ·],
δΦμ
(am) = Dμζ (am) − ibm3(d − 2)
[
γμζ
(am) + · · ·]+ 2dm,0ξμ(am) + em6(m + 1)ζ (am)
(56)+ em−1
6m(d + m − 2)
[
eμ
(a1ζ am−1) + · · ·].
Having in our disposal total Lagrangian and complete set of gauge transformations where
all variations with one derivative cancel, we proceed with variations without derivatives. After
lengthy but straightforward calculations we obtain the following results.
First of all, we obtain a number of relations on diagonal mass terms am,n and bm which allow
us to express all them in terms of main one ak,l = M :
am,n = (d + 2k)(d + 2l − 2)
(d + 2m)(d + 2n − 2)M.
Similarly, we get a number of relations on the parameters dm,n, cm,n and em (determining cross
terms) so that all of them can be expressed in terms of one main parameter. We choose dk,l as
such main parameter and introduce a notation:
m2 = (k − l + 1)(d + 2l − 4)
l(k − l + 2)(d + 2l − 3)dk,l
2.
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leftmost column on Fig. 7:
dk,n
2 = n(l − n + 1)(k − n + 2)(d + l + n − 3)
(k − n + 1)(d + 2n − 4)
[
m2 − 100(l − n)(d + l + n − 4)κ],
n 1,
dk,0
2 = (k + 2)(l + 1)(d + l − 3)
10(k + 1)(d − 4)
[
m2 − 100l(d + l − 4)κ]
as well as for parameters cm,l corresponding to topmost row on Fig. 7:
cm,l
2 = m(k − m + 1)(d + k + m − 1)
(d + 2m − 2)
[
m2 + 100(m − l + 1)(d + m + l − 3)κ].
It is very important (and this gives a nice check for all calculations) that all parameters dm,n
corresponding to the same row on Fig. 7 turn out to be proportional to the leftmost one dk,n:
dm,n
2 = (k − n + 1)(d + k + n − 2)
(m − n + 1)(d + m + n − 2)dk,n
2.
Similarly, all parameters cm,n and em corresponding to the same column turn out to be propor-
tional to the topmost one cm,l :
cm,n
2 = (m − l)(d + m + l − 2)
(m − n)(d + m + n − 2)cm,l
2,
em
2 = 9(m − l)(d + m + l − 2)
25(m + 1)(d + m − 3) cm,l
2.
At last but not least, we obtain an important relation on two main parameters M and m:
4M2 = m2 − 25(d + 2l − 4)2κ.
We have already mentioned in Section 1.6 that massless spin-tensor Ψμν(ak),(bl ) does not ad-
mit deformation into AdS space without introduction of additional fields. In the gauge invariant
formulation for massive spin-tensor such a limit would require that both dk,l → 0 and ck,l → 0
simultaneously and such possibility exists in flat Minkowski space (κ = 0) only. For non-zero
values of cosmological constant we obtain a number of partially massless limits instead.
Let us consider AdS space (κ < 0) first. The most physically interesting limit arises when
m2 = −100(k − l + 1)(d + k + l − 3)κ . In this, parameter ck,l (and hence all parameters ck,n
and ek) becomes equals to zero and fields Ψμν(ak),(bn), 0 n l, and Φμ(ak) (corresponding to
leftmost column in Fig. 7) decouple and describe (the only) unitary partially massless theory. In
particular, this gives us a minimal set of fields that are necessary for deformation of Ψμν(ak),(bl )
into AdS space. The Lagrangian for this theory has the form:
(57)L=
l∑
n=0
L(Ψμν(ak),(bn))+L(Φμ(ak))+Lcross,
Lcross = i
l∑
n=1
(−1)k+ndk,n
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak),a(bn−1)Γ bcdΨαβ
(ak),(bn−1)
+ 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1),b(bn−1)γ cΨαβd(ak−1),(bn−1) − Ψ¯μν(ak),(bn−1)Γ abcΨαβ(ak),d(bn−1)
+ 6kΨ¯μν(ak−1),(bn−1)γ bΨαβc(ak−1),d(bn−1)
]
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+ idk,0
{μναβ
abcd
}[
Ψ¯μν
(ak)Γ abcΦα
(ak) − 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1)γ bΦαc(ak−1)
(58)+ Ψ¯μν(ak)Γ abcΦα(ak) − 6kΨ¯μνa(ak−1)γ bΦαc(ak−1)
]
and is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
δΨμν
(ak),(bn) = D[μξν](ak),(bn) + iak,n5(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](ak),(bn) + · · ·
]
− dk,n+1
10(n + 1)ξ[μ
(ak),(bn−1)
ν]
− dk,n
10n(k − n + 2)(d + n − 4)
[
(k − n + 1)ξ[μ(ak),(bn−1eν]b1)
− e[ν(a1ξμ]ak−1)(b1,bn−1) + · · ·
]
, 1 n l,
δΨμν
(ak) = D[μξν](ak) + iak,05(d − 4)
[
γ[μξν](ak) + · · ·
]
− (k + 1)dk,0
10(k + 2)(d − 3)(d − 5)
[
Γμνζ
(ak) + · · ·],
(59)δΦμ(ak) = Dμζ (ak) − ibk3(d − 2)
[
γμζ
(ak) + · · ·]+ 2dk,0ξμ(ak).
All other fields just give massive theory for the spin-tensor Ψμν(ak−1),(bl ). Besides, a number of
non-unitary partially massless limits exist. It happens each time then one of the cm,l (and hence
all cm,n with 0  n  l and em) goes to zero. In this, the whole system decomposes into two
disconnected subsystems (and diagram on Fig. 7 splits horizontally into two blocks as shown
on Fig. 9). The left block describes a non-unitary partially massless theory, while the right one
gives massive theory for spin-tensor Ψμν(am−1),(bl ). Recall that our definition of masslessness
is bounded to flat Minkowski space. From the anti-de Sitter group point of view each vertical
column on Fig. 7 corresponds to unitary irreducible representation which can be called mass-
less [25]. In this, all other representations (massive or partially massless) can be constructed out
of appropriate set of massless ones as it should be.
Let us turn to the dS space (κ > 0). Here we once again face an unitary forbidden region
m2 < 25(d+2l−4)2κ (which follows from the relation between M and m). Inside this forbidden
region we obtain a number of partially massless limits (but all of them lead to the non-unitary
theories). The first one arises then parameter dk,l (and hence all parameters dk,n) becomes equal
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to zero. In this, the fields Ψμν(am),(bl ) with l  m  k (corresponding to upper row on Fig. 7,
see Fig. 10) decouple and describe partially massless theory which corresponds to irreducible
representation of the de Sitter group (and from the de Sitter group point of view can be called
massless). Thus we obtained a minimal set of fields for deformation of Ψμν(ak),(bl ) field into dS
space. Contrary to what we have seen in AdS case, all other fields also gives partially massless
theory. The reason is that to describe complete massive theory for spin-tensor Ψμν(ak),(bl−1) we
need one more column of fields as also shown on Fig. 10.
Similarly, partially massless limit happens each time when one of the parameters dk,n (and
hence all parameters dm,n with l m k) becomes equal to zero. Once again the whole system
decomposes into two disconnected subsystems (and diagram on Fig. 7 splits vertically into two
blocks). In this, both upper and bottom blocks describe non-unitary partially massless theories.
The reason again is that bottom block does not have enough fields for description of massive
spin-tensor Ψμν(ak),(bn−1).
3. Conclusion
Once again we have seen that frame-like formalism gives a simple and elegant way for de-
scription of (spin)-tensors with different symmetry properties. The formulation for massless
mixed symmetry spin-tensors constructed here turns out to be natural and straightforward gener-
alization of Skvortsov formulation for massless mixed symmetry tensors [24] as well as Vasiliev
formulation for completely symmetric spin-tensors [15,16]. Similarly, all results on massive
mixed symmetry spin-tensors obtained here appear as natural extension of previous results on
massive (spin)-tensors [19,26,42].
As a byproduct of our investigations, we obtain a generalization of the results [25] for anti-de
Sitter group to the case of de Sitter one. Recall, that in [25] it was shown that massless (from
anti-de Sitter group point of view) representations contain more degrees of freedom then corre-
sponding Minkowski one and in the flat space limit decompose into sum of massless Minkowski
fields. For the (spin)-tensors corresponding to Young tableau with two rows a necessary pattern
of massless fields can be obtained by cutting boxes from the second row until we end up with the
tableau with one row corresponding to completely symmetric (spin)-tensor. Similarly, we have
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respond to a number of massless Minkowski ones, in this necessary pattern can be obtained by
cutting boxes from the first row until we end up with the rectangular tableau. Note that in both
cases the procedure stops at the field having one its own gauge transformation only.
Let us stress once again that one of the nice features of gauge invariant formulation for mas-
sive fields is that it nicely works both in flat Minkowski space as well as in (A)dS space with
arbitrary value of cosmological constant. In particular, this allows us to investigate all possi-
ble special partially massless limits that exist both in AdS as well as in dS spaces. As we have
seen, most of these partially massless theories turn out to non-unitary. Thus besides general mas-
sive theories the most/only physically interesting case corresponds to massless (in anti-de Sitter
sense) fields in AdS space, in this general massive theory can be considered as smooth defor-
mation for appropriate collection of such massless fields. Recall that till now most of results on
higher spin interactions (see e.g. recent reviews [43–46]) were obtained for massless fields in
AdS space. Thus it seems very interesting and important to understand how such interacting the-
ories for massless fields in AdS space could be deformed into the ones for massive fields in flat
Minkowski space. Some first very modest but nevertheless encouraging results in this direction
were obtained recently [47,48].
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